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RATIONALE (The LAP's Purpose)

You have previously studied both the

natural numbers and the whole numbers. For

many centuries these were the only numbers

man needed. But as time passed and civili-

zations grew more advanced and sophisticated,

men found these numbers were not enough.

They needed numbers to represent losses,

below zero degree temperatures, and other

such situations. To solve this problem, the

set of integers were invented. In this LAP

you will study the set of integers and oper-

ations using integers. You will also study

the properties of integers and absolute

values.
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SECTION

Behavioral Objectives

At the completion of your prescribed course of study, you will be
able to:

411

I. Identify and/or write a definition for the sets of natural
numbers, whole numbers, and/or integers.

2. Given a statement in words, write and/or identify an integer
which represents it.

3. Determine if each of the eleven previously studied properties
hold for the sets of natural numbers, whole numbers, and/or
integers.

4. Compare which properties hold for the set of integers that do
not hold for the natural numbers and/or the whole numbers.

5. Draw and/or ieentify a number line to represent the sets of
natural numbers, whole numbers, and/or integers.

6. Given any two integers, write a comparison using > or < and/or
determine if such a comparison is true or false.

RESOURCES

Objectives 1, 2

Dolciani, read pages 111-112, 170, Ex. 1-28 even page 113.
Wollensak C-3458 The Real Number System

Objectives 3, 4

* Appendix I, II

Dolciani, read pages 71-72, Ex. Appendices I, II.

Nichols, read pages 34-44, Ex. Appendices I, II.
Wollensak Tapes C-3453: The Commutative Property

C-3454: The Associative Property
C-3456: The Closure Property
C-3457: The Inverse Elements

# C-3459: (*he Identity Element

Objective 5

Vanatta, read page 81, Ex. 3 page 83.

Objective 6

Dolciani, read page 114, Ex, 1-12 oral page 114.

* required (turn in to teacher)
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SELF-EVALUATION I

Obj.
1 I. Define:

a) natural numbers

b) whole numbers

c) integers

2 II. Write an integer to represent each of the following:

1. ten degrees b,?low zero

2. 40 feet above sea level

3. a loss of S90

4. 15 Firds gain in a football game

5. sea level

3 III. Put a cross (X) beside the properties that hold for the natural

numbers. Put a circle (0) beside the ones that hold for the whole

numbers. And put a (/) beside the ones that hold for the integers.

1. closure +

2. closure X

3. com. +

4. cr-N. X

aSSO, 4

6. dSf,O. X

7. dist.

8. ad. id.

9. ad. inv.

10. f,tiul, id.

11. mul. inv.
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SELF-EVALOPIION I (cont')
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4 IV. Put a circle (fl) :iouqd the number(s) of the properties that hold
for integers but for natural numbers. Put a Cross (X) on the
number(s) of the propc.rtie:, that hold for integers but not for the
whole numbers.

I. closur::

2. closure X

3. oqi. +

4. cool.

5.

5 V. flruw a nur.,ber line tc. illustrate:

a. natural nLx:bers

b. wh,la num,;ers

inteers

6 VI. ht el - or tc c.I.A:3 these true.

1) -6 43 6) -.1 -.2

)1 -1 7) -10 +10

3) -10 8) 0 -7

4'
/ -I 9) -6 -5

!,') -6 -10

If YOU completed your work, take the Progress
Test. (.:1,-,:21t 'Irst.
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3U:. I nN 2

Behavioral Objeccivp..;

After havinq coli!ofttod your prescribed course of study, you will
be able to:

7.. Given any identify its absolute value.

8. Given any SCLIthL of rAations between two absolute values,
determine if it tri.w or, fllse.

9. Evaluat ;.0.,-,1v;r1i! absolute values.

10 . riiven two Lor: i-,01Ers, write tnd /or identify their

sum

!uct

"L...:'1-`.,

Gbio;:tive

Vanat:ta, Pile c).

Objectiv,!

Nichols, 1-H-io

Objective 9

1 L ing:.± 124.
, 62._ .

Vanatti, . 'clue )0.

Objective 10

A. De1cani, reAl
6.

;

, ,,,

p,-,qe 126 orals 1, 2, 3, 4,
I-,

r.

pagq 95 nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
?1; page 96 nos. 1-6, 10,

R. y -1 racip 130 orals 1-16, 17-25;
pl !,1

Ni( hls, :11,, 3 0111 oarts),
VrInef!-6, cp?1:1

IJ
paqe 99 ne3. 1-6, 9-14; page

par:)., page 100 (bottom) nos. 1-10.

C. Niuhols, t..:

1-14, 17-26, page 104.



SECTION ,

Resource,: (cent"

D. Dolciani, read 5o. 1P-i40, Ex.: pajc 14.. nos. 1-20.
Nichols, read sEx.. nacies 98-99 nos. 1 a -p, 2 a-f.
Vanatta, read r.p. 104-101. DR.: page 106 nos. 1-14.
Wollensak roes IL-3331 Directed Numbers: Addition

:)irEci.ed Numbers: Subtraction
C-3333 Directed Numbers: Multiplication

lair cted Numbors: Division
Filmstrips:

Comparinq Frlctiens: Adding and Subtraction
Multiplyin4
Multipllcat'ol Siwled itilbers
Dividing



SELF-LVALUATIO-N 2

Obj.
7 Give the absolute v I 1O for tach of the following:

2. ;01

U. 1 '

7. 16 -

-
111.1.11.112...1.111.1.

=1.0M

7c:.1 Or

1. LW;

,

4.

.1

0.

9. ;32

.1(;. :

III. Perc1rM thi-!
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4.111 m.o....4=v.

.41111=1.11.,..

b. 1

7.

;0:

J. 1.

.41. .11

-

A Li Owi I a ;

' / / .

/ . .) 1"

k (..;

!,

ION L! )

-4 1

.
.1 ;

+1E,

c, ) +6
+7
-8

C) +12
-1r
416

I )

F the 0-vt-,..rf .,f '10 f--:!Hvim;:

i1 +1

i ) it

1/4

i ) -t

:1) +1f! (5) -4 (6) +6
49

1 (6) +4 x -7 =



t.UVALJ4tTfl4M!

; (-';)(-'

(8) ( -6) (-9)

9 ) (4-!)

10) (-3) (-2) (

105 VII, r ncl t fr....1 .1 cv,q, p. {. çr

h
9)

( I ( ,
A..i

I :101..1 :,1

C')NSUL: v311r rr .

oe

c: your wLrK. take the LAP TEST.



Put an N hy

Put a circle (0
Wank.

oecil prop2ry tha < 117)1ds for the given sets of numbers.

by each property that does not hold. Do not leave a

Pin' +1' ;.......
kt.losu6

INTEGERS

C ;
-1 . . I

1.0 ;1.1`..'!!.".. . Or A 1

r-''''''' 4 .....--1.-.-

1 a :

! 1..oninu 4, .: '.' ' v (.! ' . 4.-

:-.J17.11.14 4 i t' 1

r .
;

1 .1 (4c. i Ye

(** '

*440.00 .11

e!

1. ..2;,et. r rv.yilit)c,rs that do not hold for the
tui-.)1 ry.rr)r-rs ?

If: 0r, :)' .r ; ki ' , Ts.;1. do not hold for the naturals?

d-.) hot hold for the whole
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Set

'17;" I ,-0111C11,
. !.:tit.on

',anzr.r.a S

len5ak

:`

fl':

". . i'ljebra
.hinit., 1966.

Aumber System
(.;'t;ttive Property
..,c,c(V.Avk! Property
J.J.,ure Property

Elements
) ...s?(` Pilr:Jse, Open Sentence
irv! ifidentity Element

!iumbers: Addition
t.Ld !liplibers: Subtraction

A,?7.] Numbers: Multiplication
P:rrd N!.rthers: Division


